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HP 12c Anniversary Edition

A Classic Edition

The 12c Calculator from
HP is 25 years old. A special Anniversary Edition
offered today looks and
acts just as it did when
introduced in 1981 with
the exception of improved
performance due to modern components. The
Anniversary Edition HP
12c Platinum Financial
Calculator features a
black-and-silver design
with an engravable metal
plate on the back and an
embossed leather pouch.
Other features include the
ability to easily switch
between Reverse Polish
Notation and algebraic
mode and undo and backspace buttons. More than
15 million 12cs have been
sold over the years, and
the current version is up
to six times faster with
four times more memory
than the original. It has
keystroke programming
with a memory capacity
of 400 steps. Finance features include TVM, amortization, bond price and
yield to maturity, cash
56
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flow analysis, three depreciation methods, and
more than 130 built-in
statistical functions. The
Anniversary Edition will
only be available until the
end of 2006 or while supplies last. Information
about HP’s complete line
of graphing, scientific, and
financial calculators, as
well as virtual classes,
tutorials, and step-by-step
learning modules for HP’s
current range of calculators is available at
www.hp.com/calculators.

If you’re traveling abroad
this summer, Fujitsu touts
its Pocket LOOX N100 as
the lightest navigation
device worldwide. Weighing only 100 grams (under
four ounces), the
LOOX N100 is the
first pocket navigator (3.55" ✕ 2.5")
with the brand new
NAVIGON software,
MobileNavigator|6,
with nine maps covering 37 countries
including Austria,
Belgium, Czech Republic,
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the Scandinavian countries, France, Germany,
Great Britain, Spain,
Switzerland, and others.
The navigation system is
integrated with SiREstar
III GPS module for precise navigation. It’s ready
to run with a car holder,
car charger, pre-installed
Mini SD card (N100) with
NAVIGONNavigator|6
and country maps included. The screen is a 2.8inch QVGA touchscreen
displaying 64 colors. The
interface is easy to follow
whether you’re entering a
street, postcode, or location. And the LOOX is
also an MP3 player with
the ability to download
music from your computer via USB using a stan-

Fujitsu Pocket LOOX N100

dard file explorer with no
additional software. Included are retro games, a
world clock, alarm, calendar, and calculator. The
front cover is changeable
for individualizing the
PDA. For more information, go to www.fujitsusiemens.com/products/
mobile/handhelds.

Dell’s Axim X51v is a
pocket PC that has
reduced basic operations
to buttons and taps. Four
program buttons control
Calendar, Contacts, Inbox,
and Home functions, and
the central navigation
button is a five-way controller. There’s a wireless
on/off button, a lock
switch, a voice record
button, reset button, and
backlit power button. The
3.7-inch TFT touchsensitive LCD screen has a
480 ✕ 640 resolution and
can display 65,000+ colors
VGA. The Intel XScale 624
MHz processor runs
Microsoft Windows
Mobile 5.0 software with
Windows Media Player 10

Tech Forum

An Open Source Summer ◆

Michael Castelluccio, Editor

■ THIS SUMMER HAS SEEN some interesting develop-

YouOS

ments for the Open Source community as well as those

As the proprietary wars light up the horizon in Europe,

selling or giving away OSs (operating systems).

under the peaceful skies in Mountain View, Calif., Google

On the continent, Microsoft has found the European

Inc. has released an alpha version of a Web OS called

In early July, the software giant was fined €280.5 million

YouOS. The team that created it is from M.I.T., and

(US$357 million) for the same kind of unfair practices

operating system’ produced by WebShaka that replicates

that it was charged with here—using its near monopoly

the desktop environment of a modern operating system

position in PC operating systems to disadvantage other

on a Web page, using Javascript to communicate with

developers. The European Commission has ordered

the remote server. This allows users to save an environ-

Microsoft to create a version of Windows XP without a

ment to return to later, and for multiple users to collabo-

built-in media player and to reveal the protocols for its

rate using a single environment.” With YouOS, your

server products that competitors need to make their prod-

browser environment becomes a desktop that isn’t run-

ucts compatible with Microsoft software.

ning on your hard drive but on a server on the Internet.

Union far less tractable than the U.S. Justice Department.

Wikipedia describes YouOS as “an experimental ‘web

continued on next page

the push of a button. The
Axim X51v has integrated
802.11b and Bluetooth
wireless technologies.
Weighing a little over six
ounces, the Axim is 4.7
inches long, 2.9 inches
wide, and .7 inches high.
The cradle that connects
to your PC is 36-pin.
Visit the Dell website at
www.dell.com for details
and accessories.
Dell Axim Pocket PC

Mobile. Two expansion
slots accommodate a
CompactFlash Type II
card and a Secure Digital/
SDIO Now/MMC Memory Card. A 3.5mm headphone/headset jack for
headsets supports VoIP
and voice recognition
applications, and a builtin microphone and speaker offer quick recording at

Here’s a novel approach to
software purchasing. How
about buying the manual
(Ubuntu Hacks) and getting the program free?
The excellent O’Reilly
manual for Ubuntu Linux
is $29.99, and the programs it helps you download and get the most out
of consist of an awardwinning operating system;
a complete office suite

(OpenOffice 2.0) with
word processing, database,
spreadsheet, presentation,
and flowchart creator;
Evolution e-mail client; a
powerful PhotoShop-like
graphics program
(GIMP—GNU Image
Manipulation Program);
website development program; media player; Firefox browser. In fact, about
1,000 pieces of software
are installed by default
when you download a free
copy of Ubuntu. If that
isn’t enough, there are
more than 16,000 packages available to you from
the Ubuntu software
repository and even more
from third parties. But
how good can all this software be if it’s free? Well,
last month, Ubuntu was
selected by PC World as
one of its 100 Best Prod-

ucts of the Year, Linux
Journal gave it its Reader’s
Choice Award for best
Linux Distribution, and
O’Reilly simply calls it
“the most popular Linux
distribution on the planet.” See TechForum for
more information on
Ubuntu, and then visit
www.ubuntu.com and
www.oreilly.com for more
information on the program and manual.
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continued from p. 57
Your Windows PC becomes a Google
PC, and the sessions you create can
be saved and then accessed from
any other computer. As Google
explains: “Create a document at an
office computer, drive home, continue right from where you left off.” The
OS/browser is free, and it has more
than 150 applications already developed by Google’s users. Commenting in a Slate article, Paul Boutin
points out that you don’t even need
a PC for YouOS, just any Internetreachable “gadget with a screen and
a keyboard.” Boutin offers a longrange prediction about YouOS:
“Technically, there’s no reason
Google couldn’t build the world’s
best network computer. Are they
doing it? I think so.” You can sign
up for an account or try a demo at
www.youos.com.
Linux Advances
Two significant developments in the
world of Linux development involve the
imminent release of Novell’s Linux

Ubuntu Linux (top) and Google’s YouOS (above)

Enterprise Desktop 10 and Ubuntu
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Linux copping another award, PC

can download a free version of 10.1

version ranging out over 18 months.

World’s 100 Best Products of the Year.

or get the retail version for about

The free applications include OpenOf-

Novell’s SUSE®Linux Enterprise

$60, which includes 90 days of sup-

fice, Firefox, Evolution e-mail, and

Desktop offers thousands of dollars

port. Novell offers additional support

others (see product description for

worth of programs at no cost. Built

for both versions of the program.

Ubuntu Hacks on the previous page).
Some of the advantages of Ubuntu

on a secure SUSE Linux

Visit www.novell.com for details and

foundation, the suite

a way to test drive version 10 before

begin with the group’s philosophy:

includes Open Office

its official release.

“That software should be available

2.0 and was designed

Ubuntu (ooboontoo) Linux is not

free of charge, that software tools

specifically for the gen-

quite two years old and is based on

should be usable by people in their

eral office worker. There

Debian Linux. In its short lifetime, it

local language and despite any dis-

are word processing,

has picked up a number of signifi-

abilities, and that people should have

spreadsheet, database,

cant awards and has become the

the freedom to customize and alter

presentation, flowchart, and project

most popular download of the vari-

their software in whatever way they

management programs. Open Office

ous Linux varieties. It’s available free

see fit.” There are about 16,000 pro-

handles documents in Microsoft

at www.ubuntu.com, where you can

grams written for Ubuntu, and hun-

Office formats and is the only office

download a copy or request they ship

dreds are included in the initial free

suite that fully supports the Open-

the discs to you, also at no cost.

disc. The desktop is as polished and

Document file format—the new pub-

New versions are released every six

intuitive as you will find in the Linux

lic standard for document files. You

months, with support for the latest

world.
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